
VIII 

C0~1CLUSIONS 

our discussion centered on the subject of nationalist 

thought in nineteenth century .Bengal. vie felt that it was important 

to know hO\ve and under what circumstances, the original idea came 

to serve as a rallying point of anti-colonial struggle by widely 

different and mutually e}~olusive forces: or vlhat were the ambigui

ties and conflic·tinq tendencies in the idea itself 'Ylhich lee to its 

developing as it did? It is a well-1\:nO\vn fact: to which history of 

civilisation records no exception. that all important ideas are 

subject to modification and. differentiation as ·their i.~)fluences 

continue to spread, and though they are not totally subservient .to 

events thsy canm:>t endure from one generation to another without 

some change in meaning. 

There are, generally speaking. two common pitfalls in the 

analysis of the dynamics of ideas. One tendency is to conceptualise 

the ideas without relating them to asso~iated events or their 

contexts. In this mode of analysis ideas are ·treated as purely 

mental constructs as if these are not situated in hist.ory.. Even 

when thii:!rE'r is historical description of the dynamics of ideas such 

description remains entirely chronological without sufficient 

explanations of such changes and their implicat:i.onso .;nother tendency 

is to reduce every idea or any system of ideas to a suborqinate part 

of a given social formation. 'l'his absolutises historical situation 

of ideas or the principle of social determination of ideas and 
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applie-s it' to every level of analysis.· The determinism· makes the 

task of analysis simple but-at the cost of truth which is the 

expression of tot.ali ty. We· \-t~nted to avoid these Pitfalls by 

focussing on the the c:,'Q_mplexities of ideas and their social rela-
M . .::! 

tions .in so far-< our subject tvas CO..<'"lCerned. The conclusions that 

we can draw from our study are arranged below under the following 

~~ad.s : 

• I A it ' •. 'p.}tplanatory ade~£Uacy: of our ·theoretical framework •. i.e,. J 

Colcni·al··stmdrome 'of Nationalism (CS"N). 

Answers ··to the Research Questions • 

:c. General Observations. · 

.A. In section ( ~) of CSl~ (Chapter I) we obsei·ved that a colo-

. 'riicli pm-ier must come i~to c6uflict viith that part of the native 

society \>lith Which it shares a C0l11mOn but mutually exclusiVe goal. 

·Ac~orC!ingly.· we observed in Chapter II· that the East India company

. indeed came into conflict with the Sannyaeis and Fakirs in terms of 

the objective and mutually exclusive interest of trading. ln the 

·same sec·tion of the CSN we furtheri.'det'!uce<:f:i that the colonial power 

develops the scope for cooperation i.vith a part of native society 

wi-th w·hich it developes a symbiotic relationship. Our analyses of 

National.ist Nodels from Chapter II! to v did b<.~~~~~! out this deduc

tiop. He found that the Dharma Sabha group,. the liberals like Raja 

Rammohun Roy a,nd the ··young Bengal. members were partiAs t-.o sttch 

symbiosis. 



In sr:?ction ( 2) of CSN w~ had observed that the colonial 
·' 

act.ivitiea always lead ·to a divided response in the native society, 

that is to sc.y, a division b~t~Je•":n power-concession and rank.-

concession. In Chapter II we noted how a large part of the native 

society, t.hough not homogen0ous. conceded po;,,mr to the colonial 

.rulers. In Chapter I! I on the other hand. as \Jell as 5.n Chapters 

IV and V, we h2.w·; seen hO\v t.he elite,s conceded ra..11k to the colonial 

rulers and pursued an ec~o1noroic Jc,:mk - path thrOU·:Jh emulation. •:rvJO 

illustrativ0. cases of both these would be the \IC.'J in >:Jhich San:.'lyasi 

and f'eJ~i }: rebellion Has overpvvJ'·~red and tl1e vlD.Y in Hhich the 

liber~ls li.ke Ra.m.rnohun Roy pursued their economic rank-path. The 

pm..:e:r-concoSE·ion aspec·l.: \...)r)E\ ini:imately associa:t:ed H:U:h what. we called 

• syne:;::-gis.r::' (s~ction 5 of CSN) .. In Chapter II J for instance. syner-

gism \,;>as sho,,m ".:.o be a pr~condition of anti-colonial movements among 

the pOi.;er-conceding part of the native society. VJo have seen how the 

Wol'labis, 1:'ara~zis, Santals etc were experienciug synergistic effE~cts 

in a negative way and how did ·thc:>y resort to horizontal mass-mobili-

sat ion and ant: i-colonial responses. They. thc-:>ref ore, in differen-1.: 

t•Tays made the mainstream nat:ionalist thinking look like elitist and 

remote from ·the larger social :.r..·eaJ.ity. t!Jhile the class aspect of 

i.:his chasm in native society "·as not too readily recognisable the 

difference bet\>Jeen these t\.JO levels ttas interpreted as o.oe o£ tradi-

tion and modernityo 

In section { 3) of CSN we had ohservecl that the coni:ont and 

the scale of social reform were in a s~nse emanations from and 

ra·tionalisat.ions of t.he class aspect of colonial rule o on tbe basis 
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of our discussions in Chapters IV andV we can arrive ~t a number 

of conclusions. The British rulers produced a pressure for reform 
'··· 

of n'ative society. This was es~ecially evident after Bentinclt and 
,-,,· 

'Macaulay crune forward with an ideology of social reform. They 

expected a strengthening of the •socia~ basis' and 9.rowing oppor

tunity o~ trade to corre through social reforms. although such 

emphasis on reform appear~d to be .an intention of modernising a 

traditional society. Similarly. the 'native. elites like Rarmnohun, 

Dwarakanath and, the. 'Young Bengal' , formulated an ideology of social 

reform which was to justify a. new .. a set of social behaviotJr as 

reflE:lcted .in their pursuit of economic rank-path .. _!n as much qS 

. :teform \-las intended as a cl.ass necessity. its ~xtent was determined 

-by actual conflict of class interests. Thus. i.:he power ~onceding 

part of 1:he native society I the Sannyasis and Fakirs. - the 

' 'Subaltern' popJ,llation did :not come u11de:t· ,.t.he scale of· social 

·ref6rm. social reform, thus. was bound to be partial. Nevertheless. 

the differGJnt subjectivit.ies of JJelf-images of :the native elites 

became important for :the development of. Proto-nationalism around 

the questions of refQrro. For example. the 'Young Bengal' went. 

~head \olith an ideology of social reform obtained directly f:r<;,m the 

·" 'col:onial rulers or the liberal trad.ition as SUCh. ~Phis gave the 
., 

· impression th-at 'reform' \las being. imposed t·rom Sl8. above. This 

_ attli:tude, theref~re, limit-ed the. social reform to themselves and 

made them ti~acceptable ~o the intra-societal relatiom~. ( .tfl.odel 2B) • 

In case of Rammohun and Dt.varaltanath however. the ideology of soc<iial 



reform was not identified \·.ri th ~'les1:ernisation. Essentially t their 

ideology of social reform vms also an emanation and ra·tionalisation 

of the sam:::. class structure, but their self-image had some marks 

of distinction from the British bourgeoisie .. That is to say, they 

synthesised or attempted to synthesise liberal social reform with 

trait-maintenance. As a result, social reform appeared to be the 

salvaging of a grand, old tradition or native culture. For all 

practical purposes this was-a Hindu tradition and the 'Brahmo Samaj' 

was established with this end in viewo Through the samaj they tried 

to mobilise the masses vertically because they also ovranted to ensure 

their social acceptability. Hot.;ever. the inner contradictions of 

such an attempt, one betv;een a definite class position and soci ;:zl 

leadership also limited t::he scale of social rE'!form., The power con

ceding part of the native society t-Jas generally outside the scope of 

such an ideology of social reform. Nevertheless. a type of '.Proto

nationalism' was giv0n shape around the question of social reform .. 

It revolved round various issues such as lany~age, culture and reli

gion (Chapter III). But its objective class position prevented it 

from acquiring any <.'wti-colonial drive. 

In section (6) of CSY':J tie had observed tha·t the volume of 

changes in the interactional level o£ colonial rulers and the natwve 

elites influenced the avenues of mobility for the na·tive elites and 

their role. This actually explain\?d the Node.l l (Chapter III} .. v.•e 

found that a change from monopoly ·tradiBg to ·free-trade policies 

restricted the economic rank path of a section of native elites like 



Radha."l.canta Deb, \'lho were then forced to react adversely to the> 

ideology of reform, so we found thut the social role of conservatism 

among the eli·tes of nineteenth cem:ury Bengal was intimat€:71y connec

ted, in particular, tvith the restricted avenue of econornic rank path 

and in g·eneral \..Jith the class relatior.:s o£ the colonial rule. In 

the same section of CSN we had fu:t:ther observed tha·t any change 

toward decreasing cooperation would impose restriction on the econo

mic rank-path for the native elites and v10uld make t:he political rank 

path a necessi·ty. This explained the development of t"lodel 3 (Chapter

VI). There. we have seen that from ·the mid-fifties ·the British rulers 

\-Terq following a rule of e::qJediency tbc:rt placated the landed magnetes 

for their support and curved out ru~ agrarian policy attractive to a 

class of ryots who would, the rulers hoped, be both the producers 

of raw materials and potential consumers of .British goods. On the 

other hand, the government \vas neglecting the provision for employ

ment of the educated natives of urban roots \-Jhile at the same tirre 

restricting educ.-~tional opportunities for ther..1, 'I'his section of the 

native elite, thet:efore, found their econor:1ic rank-path closing down. 

In place- of erstwhile economic rank-path a a poli·tical rank~path 

was now substituted to retain the position and num~)er of Ben9ali 

elites in civil service and professions. 

In section (7} of CSN we had observed that the adopti,::m of 

political rank-path tends to increase the pressure for solidarii:y 

in the laYger social context. since the leadership comes frolTI thp 

top layer of the segrtented society. the technique of mass mobilisa

tion is likely to be manipulative and necessarily political .. Since 



rank concession continues, there is no anti-colonialism about it. 

Nevertheless, such political rank-path by virtue of its emphasis 

on solidarity acts as a complement to the further development of 

nCJtionalism. This explains our t•iodel 3 (Chapter VI). The educated 

Bengali elites of urban roots were most ably led by Surendranath 

Banerjee \-!ho also organised the Indian Association., The Association 

energetically follolt.red up objectives \ribose essence \vas the enjoy

ment of political power. It also developed linkages 'bet\ieen urban 

centers. o:E pO\>Ter a.TJd its :r.u.ral hinterland. in course of the R0nt 

Bill agi·tations., 1'he Association became, so to speak. t:he self

styled leader of the ryots of Bengal. Its real objective was not to 

represent the int;.erest of the vast impovertshed peasantry put to 

take its competitive ·place along- the channels of poHer forged by 

the British rule. In doing so t.hey only complemented the typical 

goals of British imperialism. On its brighter side the Model indica

ted a breaJc r,ii th the past by giving a political content to the idea 

of nationalism which was previously so much apolitical. National 

consciousness was brought from its f~uid state to specific political 

issues of public interest. As a further complement to the development 

of nationalist movement the liberal nationalists were altering the 

equations of power t-.rithi:n Jche framework of British rule and steadily 

eroding the steel-frame of British empire. 

In section (8) of CSN we had observed that, political techni

que of mass-mobilisation and organisation were likely to accompany 

cultural movements in a colonial context. The main idiom of such a 

moverr~nt appears to be resistence i:.o assimilation and it is primarily 



felt necessary to counter c~ntrifugal. tendencies .. H.Otiever. in a 

multicultural societ;{ there can hardly b::-> any integrative movement 

of introspective nature. This explains to some e;.,tent what \>Je 

observed in Chapter VII. - to some extent, because CSN does not 

explicitly state the imperatives t-.rhich tend to distort a genuinely 

creative cultural movercent., It may be suggested however that when 

political solidarity becomes the goal of mutually conflicting 

classes or elites in a situation of cultural pluralism. any genuine

ly creative and integrative cultural. movement tends also to be 

distorted and insular. In fact. t:he cultural movement. in Bengal in 

the seventies of t:he ninetec-?nth century proved genuinely creative., 

It blended classical Jcradition \vith humanism and rationalism inspite 

of the fact that it proceeded through different interpretations of 

Hinduism. But when it came to be used politically. only the elements 

of Hindusism and Anglophilism were emphasised to the exclusion of 

t:he ideas of religious toleration and service to the- downtrodden. 

As a result. the rnoverrl9nt could be used to provide philosophical and 

cultural justifications for an·ti-colonial struggle but not to cernent 

·the popular sentiments of a heterogeneous society. While the Hindu 

elites made to look a b:r·oad-based movement insu~ar the Huslim elites 

destroyed the potentiality of a creative Islamic movemant in their 

political interest. Thus. the native elites• goal of solidarity did 

not have any assistance fro;n a genuinely creative cultural movement 

but from distortions of it. Nationalist movement. therefore. failed 

to ·base itself on a sound conceptu.o~ unders·tanding of nation and 

nationality. Rather. it \V'as more anti-colc:Qialism than integrative 



of virtues that set the tunes for nationalist struggle .. The sec-

tion (8) of csn explained this clearly .. 

B. The previous discussion generally confirmed the explanatory 

adequacy of CSN with respec·t t.o ideas and their complex relations 

with social reality in nineteenth century Bengal~ CSN has been 

found to be an adequate int:ellectual construe'!.: to discover the 

pa-tterns of :nationalist thought .. Though no comparative study tvas 

undert.aken to test its applicability to other colonial situat.ions 

i·t remains comp0.rable v:ith rP.spect to other unexplored areas. Let us 

now brin~J d:n sharper focus the conclusions of our study in regard to 

the rnajor re::3ea.rch questions formulated in· Chapter I .. 

The first question was concerned with the point of time and 

the circmnstances of nationalist thought in nineteenth century 

BAngal • and again of\ the development of anti-colonial drive in such 

thinking. 

I·t was found that the first and original expr<"~ssion of 

nationalism could be seen in ·the ·third decade of nineteeoth century 

Bengal which \vas articulated by liberals like Raja Rarmnohun H.oy. 

The emergence of nationalist thought was :tully apoli·tical (in the 

sense that it had no opposition to colonial rule) ana t"as expressed 

through trait-maintenance and attachment to traditional symbol 

sysJcems of language, custor,1s, religion and the like even '.·!hen the 

persons concerned vmro undergoing pressur2s for reform and modernisa-

tion. Hhile doing this, all t,he- time they ~-;ere vieHing th~mselvos 
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in terms of a nation distinct f;rom Great Britain (1-1odel 2A). 

A few important changes in the colonial situation formed 

the circumstances of this expression of nationalism. Firstly, for 

some Britishers it became a missiori to do away \·lith the Company 

monopoly and social conservatisrne These were of course connected 

with t:he industrial revolution in Europe and the l\rnerican vlar of 

ind\9p?ndence. Secondly, t:h<? native elites Here being exposed to 

liberal ideas and the prospects of colonial rule and free-trade. 

•rhus an 1ide11tity crisis for the native eli·tes becamt:? inevitable. 

hlhet.her it was the .Bri·tish iQitiative at social reform or the 

emulative practices of the native elites themselves, or their own 

attempts at social reforms to minimise their social distance from 

a traditional society. each was bound to result ir:t an identity 

crisis for them. It was Proto-nationalisrn that became i:heir resp:mse 

to sucb problems of identity. It could not be full-fledged nationa-

lism v1ith an anti-colonial g<:trbQ There ..,,as no necessity for such a 

formulation. 'I'he class interest of the formulators was in favour of 

maintenanc0 of t:he system. 'l'hey had simpl}' a problem of identity 

which a civilisational claim could easily solve .. so .. nationalism 

began and remained for a conside~able period of time at the l~vel 

Of Proto-nationalism. 

There \-las no plaC(:> for anti-colonialism in the concP.ptuali-

sation of nationalism in ·the first half of ninet2Emth c0:otury 

Bengal, especially in terms of conceptualising na-t:ionalism as an 

anti-colonial movem~nt. some members of the 'Young Bengal' displayed 

some sense of anti-colonialism but that remained largely their 
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personal feelings and that taos only exceptionally. ~illti-colonia-

lism became prominent in nationalist thought only ?S part of the 

cultural movement in the sixth and seventh decade of <the nineteenth 

century., Anti-colonialism at cultural level did quickly becom~:: a 

part cf ·tbe solidarity requirement of political rank-path .. 'i'hus, a 

shift from rank concession and liberal nationalism "t:o one type of 

militant cul·tural nationalism could be possible Ui.'1der the situation 

of 'l. .. rich:spread conflict ·betv.Jeen claims and aivilisa.tions. Of course, 

·there had bE;en a.vrti-colonial movements 'before, such as Sannyasi ·and. 

Fakir Rebellion. Santal Insurrection et:c. But what was distinctive 

about the a'1·ti-colonialism in the late Iiineteenth century was not 

so much the militancy of it. but a vision of nation together Hith 

an attempted vertical mobilisation of the masses by the leaders 

who applied the appeals of religion, language and traditional 

symbol-systems of the native society .. This brought to a great extent 

erst\..;hile rank-conceding n~.tive elite closer to the pO'IrJer-conceding 

part of the society. l•ihile this vJas not a unity of their basic 

interests for t:he tims h2ing it nevertheless appeared to be so and 

thus nationalism lvas given its ideological formulation. 

The second research question tvas concerned with i:he different 

patterns of nationalist thought e:md their impact on the nationalist 

movement., 

In our study we have been able to identify ;-iw'-' major 

patterns of nationalist thought in nineteenth centur~· Bengal, four 

of v:hich have been analysed in terms of the follm.Jing models : Un-



developed Nationalisme ?rota-nationalism, Vicarious Nationalism 

and Liberal Nationalism. Another type emerging in the period of 

our stl.idy t-1as indicated in terms of trends and developments which 

t~as described as Religious Nationalism. 

He have found that Hhile different patterns of nationalist 

thinking co-existed at different points of tirn2 and did interact 

\vi t1:-t ea.ch o·ther, each also succeeded the other a:t a sufficient 

period of discontinuity. In other words, i:here were phases of domi-

nant thinking coexisting wi'1ch dissipating or developing patterns of 

nationalis·t thinking. Nevertheless, there was a major and continuous 

develop;:nent throu9hout these phases.. In so far lib8ralism is taken 

as the guidr:?post. the tuo terminal points of contit.uity would be 

Proto-nationalism and Liberal Nationalism (The latter was, in a 

sense, th·~ forerunner of r,roderat~ Nationalism). In that case the 

Vicarious iJationalism should be ·taken as ·the in-between pattern 

vJhich reflected liberal spirit and anticipa-ted. to some extent. 

Liberal Nationalism. The continuity can he traced on another level 

also. HO\>u~ver strategically and partially direcb:~d, the nativist 

claim of: the Undeveloped 1
• • Nationalism vJas taken in full and 

elaborated upon in the Proto-naJcionalist model and then it was com-

bined 'l.<lith a vision of nation state in the modE}! of Liberal 11ation-

alism. Religious Nationalism later supplied ·the necessary anti-

colonial drive and anticipated, to some e:xtent, ·the E:xtremist natio-

nalisrn. It HOuld be thus too naive to look for a purelyi.liberal 

premise of nationalist though·l: in B~ngal as it HOuld be to regard 

conservative reactiolj as paving the way for tbe politics of comrnuna-

lism. In fact, each rnodel, in terms o£ actual effects and consequen-



ces, steadily prepared the ground for the politics of separatism 

and communalism in the nationalist movemen·t .. 

The third research quest ion ~vas concerned \..ri th thP reasons 

in case of any of the patterns of thinking failing to contribute 

successfully to the growth of nationalism. 

Our study did not corroborate David .&opf's thesis that the 

Dharma sabha movement tvas the first Proto-nationalist movement. in 

nineteenth century Bengal. which ultimately took the form of militani: 

religious nationalism in the late nineteenth cen·tury .. We have found. 

<?D the contrary. that nationalism of the Conservatives 1..;as nei·ther 

a response to the totality of the alien civilisation. nor was it a 

claim of civilisation in its totality. The nationalism of nativist 

reaction was limited, strategic and therefore it was undevelopeds 

The response was directed to a part of colonial civilisation and 

was not developed to challenge the alien civilisat:ion as a \vholeo 

\ve have found again that ·the phenomenon of religious nationalism in 

the late nineteenth century 'ivas the mature stage of a developing 

process of false consciousness of commu..nalism to which both the 

so-called conservatives and the Liberals contributed. Kopf's thesis, 

thus.· neglected vital stages of the growth of nationalist thinking, 

their consequences and relationships which should· be considered for 

a fuller explanation of religious symbolism in nationalist t.hought. 

As regards the anti-colonial movements like "l<Jababi and 

Faraezi Rebellion, santal Insurrection etc. we found tha·t they were 

all reactions to the class-divided society of their tin1e. They tried 
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to react against the synergistic effect.s (perhaps the sannyasis 

and Fakirs witnessed less of synergism and their reaction was more 

class-specific) and therefore, tbey were not just anti-British. 

In fact, they resisted, though unsuccessfully, the structure of 

colonial rule, the very parasitical symbiosis between British 

rulers and their native allies. But to react they relied k§ on 

horizontal rnass mobilisation \-JithiD their m.:n members which could 

giv~; thenl internal solidarity. Nevertheless, this way of fostering 

solidarity also limited the.potentiality of these movements for 

developing into a mass movement cutting accross the bolliJdaries of 

communities. They actually caused division within ·the larger power

conceding populat.ion a.."ld committed them to a sideline when mainstream 

nationalism was being developed by the elites. 

'I'he fourth n~search question Has concPrned with the probable 

class basis of the different. patterns of thinking and the nature of 

relations of these patterns with such basis. 

our study brought out in bold relief; .· ·that each pattern of 

thinking had a class basis but each did not have a one to or~e rela

tion with the objective class posH:ion of the thin1~ers. In other 

words each pattern of thinking was not just a reflection and a 

rational.isation of the ac·tual class position of the thinkers or 

actors1 it was in most cases a reflection and a rationalisation of a 

perceived class position also. £-.lore importantly we found a steady 

lack of congrut=:!nce bet\veen ·the subjective awareness of the actors 

as constituting a class and their actual class positions. ThE> Dharma 
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Sabha group was realistic about their own class position. Tlje Proto-

nationalists displayed some lack of realism when they w'ere consider-

ing themselvAs as productive bourgeoisie or nearly becoming so. The 

radicals in evPn increasing- degree \-rrote as if they constitu·ted a 

middle class in the European sense~ The Liberal Nationalists \-lent 

further and dreamt of being even politically equal. This incongruence 

was the direct outcome of their l~ck of realism about colonial struc-

ture. Flo doubt this vas responsible for the spread of communalism 

J:Ihich constituted a false consciousness by concealin9 the contradic-

tions beb..reen I:--ldian P80ple and the colonial rulers and by legitimi-

sing the structure of domination. 

:Let us no'"1 make some observa:I:ions in respect of the quest ions 

we raisE-a about the • obj~c·i:iv(~ sett:ing' of nationalist: thout;:,:rht. 

In our study \ve found definite relations h2't\-Jeen the Bengali 
~I'VJ__. 

elites• perception oft\.reaction ·to the major mass-movem:?nts and 

issues of nineteenth century Bengal. Generally speaking. tbe nature 

and e:-~tent of their react.ions t:o tht-'JSe wer<::> proportionatn to the 

enhancement. or decrease of tbeir pr.ospecl:: of econor:nic rank-path. 

and in some cases. t.o the requ:i.rern:::-·nt of political support. The 

radic;:1ls, for example, sensed that they had •S!Ve:rything to lose and 

nothing t.o gai.n if the Revolt of 1857 proved to be a success. They. 

ther('?fore, t,ogether i:'lith t.he landlords and t.he Conoervat.ives. took 

much pain to demons·trate their loyalty to the British rulers .. .Z\gain. 

the same Radicals almost guidr.!·d the Indigo Revol·t through wh~;)n they 

found tha.t the administration t,;ras net interested in continuing the 



indigo cultivation ;and that the indigo was fast loosing its export 

-ootential. Aqain, t:he Liberal Nationalists \vho sided \vith t.he Pabna 
~ ' -
Rent Bill agitation complemented the British policy of elivating a 

class of protected peasantry and crippled i:he movement by using it 

as a springboard for their ambitions of constitutional politics. 

In oth~r words, they \.Jere prepar~d to go as far as necessary for 

their pursuit of political rank-pai:h and no more. Thus, the elit~s 

throughout maintained their pro-colonial position \·lith respect to 

the mass movementsG 

Hhile tht~ elites evaluated their economic and political 

prospects and shaped their reactions.to different issues. the 

agrarian struc;:ture featured prominently .. The Conservatives, for 

example, hegan to assert their nativism \..rhen they feared attacks on 

their land rights .. Rammohun l~oy also acc.s·pted the structure of 

Permanent SettleE~ent in its basics and supported unlimited landed 

property of ·the .Zamindars. 'I'he radicals criticised 'the radically 

\·:ronq basis of Permanent Settlementt but: it was not clear Hhether 

they ·..:anted tbe benefits ·to go to the substu.ntic.l ryots or to the 

impoverished peasantry. HavJE!Ver, ·the first possibili·ty seems to be 

strengthened vihen '1.-Te find that the Liberal Nationalists wan·l:ed to 

keep the marginal peasants on the sidelines of land reforms., The 

agrarian issue '!.vas also the major issue arc.und \>lhich ·f:he first 

political association. the Landhcilders; society, organised itself. 

Other influential organisations, namely, thdpritish Indian 1\ssocia

tion and ·the Indian Association, were predominently concerned \-lith 

the agrarian structure. The agrarian dimension of elite behaviour 



explained i:he qui.ckly shifting alliances and enrmitie.s among them. 

For example, ·the Conservatives >.Jho opposed indigo planters after 

the Charter Act of 1833 put up a common front with them in the 

case-of Resumption Proceedings. 

l,lhile the elitesv reactions to mass movements and various 

issues of the day and to their associational activities were logical 

in themselves and perhaps consistent \-lith their percep-tion of the 

colonial system, they were clearly at variance \-lith the logic of 

th~ colonial system. ~F'or example it was logical £or Rarnmohun to 

invest in Agency Houses from· the vieHpoint of economic rank-Path. 

but not so \..rhen he was also dreaming of capital accumulation and 

growth of national br.:;.urgeoisie. In fact, idw he failed t.o understand 

the incongruence beti\1een his actual class position and his perceived 

class pasi tion. This \>Jas not the case of Hammohun alone but this 

was generally i:rue about: the investment: patter:ns of the native 

elites. Tht?. ·talent.s, capital and -energy of the native Glites were 

predominent.ly direcb::!d t:o land, to subordinate tradin-g and to th(• 

::.>ervicG sector, cont:r .. ·ibuting, ·therefore. :not to the growth but to 

a hidebound econanry \-ihile they vainly hoped that the process of 

liberal econom.!.c development, atJ it happened in :dritain, was repeat

ing itself in India and ·thr:;y Here to tak~ the leadership. t-?hat th,~y 

\-!ere having actually h~as far frora being liberal, - a mere caricat;ure 

of liberal development .• 'l~his went a loDg Hay in shaping ·the· system3 

of social, political, economic and thereforn .na·tiona.1.ist thought. 

'l'hese were, it follovis, tho analytical products, rationali~">ations 

and justifications of a.n essentially distoJ:ted pr.ocessof liberal 



development. It further follows from this tha,c the process of 

nationalist t.hought could not but be full of distortions, of which 

the most important were the politics of separatism a·nd communalism. 

c. 'l'here can be no simple explanation of the steady declinp 

in realism among the Bengali elites. P.ven if one seeks to e>..-plain 

this in terms of reproductive social practice one has to precede 

onee s analysis 111it:h the idea of the mode of production prevailirJg 

at that time in India, \olhich itself has become problematic as a 

resul-t:: of diverse interpret: at ions. Hhat can be seen, however. is 

t.hat com:nunalism •.vas a by-product of such declinP. in realism and 

t:here.fore, a false consciousness in i·tself. Having observed this 

\..re should also disc-ount any sirnple e}cplanation of how such false 

consciousness emerged. The effects of each national.ist model \"hich 

we studied revealed that co1nrnunalism was not, contrary to popular 

beliefs. the mere reflection of basic conservatism of the native 

society, of traditional values or traditional hostility .. These also 

reflec·ted the inadequacy of the steriotype explanation of corr .... 11una

lism in terms of the British d<:isign. One may not also be quite 

right in e::-..rplaining the development of the false consciousness of 

com11unalism as logical products of colonial structure, unless one 

is prepared to accept that the subjective identification of native 

elites wit.h the British bourgeoisie f,-las inevitable and the colonial 

realiit.y incomprehensible. our present study suggests, however. that 

the false consciousness of comrnunalism was a product of complex 

situations and forces, including the acts of Offi.i-,lissions and commi-



ssions by the nationalist elites, which distorted the very process 

of liberal development in nineteenth century BE•ngal., 

A position like this raises doubts about a proposition put 

forward by scholars \;ho claim to be Narxists and tvho seem t:o be 

predisposed to find a parallel to Buropean history in India. They 

would suggest th~t the na·tionalist phase of native thinking followed 

a liberal phase. Considering the fluid state of knoHledge among 

the t<larxists about pre-capitalist developnmnt in India this is not 

obviously th~ f·'i.ar;.::ist propositior;. On the basis of our study \ve 

\-Jould have to qualify the proposition to some extent .. We have found 

that ifnportant dis·tortions took place in the process of' liberal 

development in nineteenth century Bengal at least on t\..;o lev.-=>ls: 

firstly, there ¥.tas no .such develop:·nent of market econorny which we 

found in E:urope. bui: only of a hidebOlli"1d econoroty, and secondly s the 

bourgeois self-image was devoloped by the native elite without 

creating the necessary soc:i.o-econo:nic conditions .. so, to put it in 

this vmy, nationalist thought in Bengal vms distorted to th0 extent 

it v1as an heir to/a distorted process of liberal development in nine

teenth century Bengal. 

Despib?. important distortions, hOW(?\?er. ·the nationalist 

thought in Bengal had displayed a ve~y strong side :which rejected 

\.Jith ec:uanimity the old atavistic form of. Indian nationulism as well 

as thf~ self a::.:sertive a~·)d parochial nationalism of the t..restern type. 

'llhis s'crong side t.;as • syncretism' , the fusion of Indian S.:.'1d Hestern 

elements of thought. 'I'he nationalists of nineteenth century Bengal 



saw themselves as the defenders of 'both a rich and living Indian 

tradition and of the positive aspects of 'Yies·tern civilisation., 

Their belief in univt?rsalism t..ras therefore a consistent: part 6f 

this syncretism. 

Democracy in this sub-continent is generally considered 

to be ru1 outgrowth of natim1alist moverrent.. In so far as democracy 

in modern India is an expression of the nationalist movement, it 

refl~~cts the stronger elements of that process, and the absence 

of democracy i:n the neighbouring countries, its opposite. Howevo2:t:• 

as an heir to a distort.~d process of liberal developliicnt, at least 

to t'.!:1~ ex·tent all India pattern of nationalist movement adhered to 

the pr0cess initiated in Bengal. dE-}mocracy in India is also likely 

to displuy internal tensions despite its il1herent strength. This 

ac·tually makes the task of understanding Indian democracy exceeding-

ly difficult. The 'Pol~~~archy' model wouilid not be fully explanato~y 

because of its over rationalistic ansumptions. Similarly. a Marxist 

t-.rol..J.ld face major difficulties in applyi~"Jg the la\..rs of dialectics to 

t:he gr:ey areC:\S of the modes of production. Our pres~~nt study seeks 

to draw attention to this J.:heoretical problem. 


